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Kanye, can’t they

Alpha Phi under heat after controversial ‘Gold Digger’ video
By Gates MacPherson
STAFF WRITER

A week after the Black Student Union (BSU) held a community conversation addressing
the alleged problems students of
color face at the University of
New Hampshire and encouraging solutions for the problems, the
group All Eyes on UNH posted
a video to their Facebook page
of students in the UNH women’s
fraternity, Alpha Phi, singing the
n-word in the song “Gold Digger”
by Kanye West.
The video has over 100,000
views on the All Eyes on UNH
Facebook page alone and is the
topic of stories published by
WMUR, TMZ, Breitbart, New

York Daily News and the Daily
Mail, a news outlet based in the
United Kingdom.
In the aftermath of the incident, Alpha Phi Chapter President
Megan Shields issued an apology
to students and the community.
“Alpha Phi does not condone
or endorse this type of behavior
and we will work to educate our
membership on the societal implications and the impact that these
types of incidents have on our
communities. . . Alpha Phi will
continue to investigate this incident and we ask that the University of New Hampshire community
respect the confidential nature of
our process and the rights of our
members to due process,” Shields
wrote.

Shields declined to comment
further on the issue.
As a public university, there
is a limit to how UNH can involve itself in investigating and
disciplining students for speech.
Many consider the n-word to be
an example of hate speech. However, within this context, the First
Amendment protects the students
right to use the word.
“I would emphasize that this
is a matter of common decency,
not law,” UNH Dean of Students
Ted Kirkpatrick said in a campuswide email. “My earlier message
incorrectly implied that students
would be subject to investigation
or sanction for speech, which was
not my intent. The University of
New Hampshire remains fully

committed to the First Amendment.”
According to Kirkpatrick, he
does not believe it is appropriate
for anyone to use the n-word.
“It is a derogatory term used
historically to dehumanize and
demean African Americans,”
Kirkpatrick said in his email to
the students.
Associate Dean for Faculty
Research and Development and
Professor of Law at the University of New Hampshire Law School
John Greabe weighed in on the
legal aspect of the issue.
“My reaction [to Kirkpatrick’s emails] was that the later
APhi
continued on page 3

Report: sex assault

down, hate crimes up
By Tyler John Kennedy
STAFF WRITER

China Wong/ TNH Staff

UNH Cheerleaders and fans support the football team at this year’s record-breaking Homecoming game against URI.

Homecoming sees 22,000 guests
By Adrienne Perron
STAFF WRITER

This year’s Homecoming
game saw a crowd of 22,135,
making it the largest home crowd
to ever witness a Wildcat game on

campus according to an email sent
by UNH Athletics. Although over
22,000 tickets were distributed,
UNH Executive Athletic Director
Jon Danos stated that it’s always
hard to tell how many people actually end up attending the Home-

coming game and festivities.
According to Danos, the
number accounts for all tickets
either bought by alumni and the
Homecoming
continued on page 3

UNH’s Durham campus
saw a 50 percent decrease in the
amount of on-campus rapes in
2016 in comparison to the previous year. Campus rates of crime
in 2016, not including the categories of fondling, domestic
violence, liquor laws arrests, drug
law arrests and hate crime, saw
a decrease or remained the same
as in 2015, according to data released by the UNH Police Department on Sept. 27 in accordance
with the Clery Act. Similar data
was reflected in the crime reports
for the Manchester campus and
the UNH School of Law campus
in Concord.
The 2016 data shows there
being 19 reported rapes committed on the Durham campus for
the entirety of last calendar year,
a substantial decrease from the 38

reported rapes in 2015. According
to reporting done by The Concord
Monitor last fall, UNH Police
Chief Paul Dean accounts the influx of rapes reported in 2015 as
being attributed to a better system
of reporting. No rapes were reported in 2016 at either the Manchester or Concord campuses.
In regard to the afore mentioned five categories, fondling
rose from five offenses to six, domestic violence incidents nearly
doubled this year with 13, liquor
laws arrests saw a rise from 296
to 309, and drug law arrests rose
to 131 from 121.
Incidents of hate crime at
UNH in Durham, of which none
were reported in either 2014 or
2015, occurred on three separate
occasions in 2016: the first was a
simple assault on campus with a
bias against race, the second was
Clery Act
continued on page 3

Durham becomes first NH town to establish ‘Indigenous Peoples’ Day’
By Aaron Rago
STAFF WRITER

Durham is the first New
Hampshire town to establish Indigenous Peoples’ Day in lieu
of Columbus Day, according to
WMUR.
The Durham city council un-

der the leadership of the Durham
Town Administrator Todd Selig,
voted to approve a resolution to
designate the second Monday of
October as Indigenous Peoples’
Day instead of Columbus Day.
This resolution was approved on
Monday night, Sept. 18. The day
will still recognize the importance

of Columbus’ discovery, but it
will also now show deference
to the Native peoples who lived
there.
“Not only is it appropriate to
our local history, but also to recognize and value indigenous people
everywhere. The designation will
encourage residents to learn more

about the legacy of Christopher
Columbus and the ‘Doctrine of
Discovery,’ while also recognizing the devastating effects of colonialism on indigenous peoples,”
Selig said.
According to Selig, “the designation will encourage residents
to learn more about the legacy of

Christopher Columbus and the
‘Doctrine of Discovery,’ while
also recognizing the devastating
effects of colonialism on indigenous peoples.”
In 1937, President Franklin
Indigenous
continued on page 3
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Homecoming and Family Weekend sees less arrests

Student Senate Update
Student Senate discussed matters involving the president and
vice president’s summer work on
Sunday.
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According to the chief of police, the 151st Homecoming game saw a significant decrease in amount of arrests.

UNH Soccer takes win from Binghamton

Hamel Recreation Center
completes renovations
with new machines
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The Hamel Recreation Center
brought new gym equipment being
as part of the finishing touches on
recent renovations just in time for
Homecoming and Family Weekend.
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The womens soccer team defeated Binghamton University on Sunday
at Bremner Field 2-1.
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response was actually appropriate. . . Anything that constitutes
punishment of speech is going
to raise a First Amendment concern,” Greabe explained.
In response to the video,
there is a push to create new
initiatives which will clarify the
codes of conduct for UNH students on social media, according
to Kirkpatrick.
According to Kirkpatrick,
community members, including
students, have inquired about
the creation of new initiatives
that will clarify the codes of
conduct for UNH students on
social media. Kirkpatrick said
that he knows Student Senate is
“actively considering” a policy
draft and that Faculty Senate is
also considering the “crafting of
a narrative addressing mutual respect.”
Kirkpatrick notes, “any university policy or practice may
not abridge Constitutional guarantees.”
Co-Chair of BSU Megan
Esperance believes there is more
the university can do, starting
with educating students on why
it is not okay to use the n-word,
even in a song.
“We just want to reiterate that the issue isn’t about the
song. You can like ‘Gold Digger’
as much as you want, you can

Clery Act
continued from page 1

a simple assault in a residential
dorm with a bias against religion
and the third was a simple assault
on public property with a bias
against race. No other information was provided regarding these
incidents of hate crime.
The Manchester campus
saw one report of hate crime in
2016 in the form of vandalism
with a bias of sexual orientation.
No such hate crime was reported
at the School of Law campus in
2016.   
There were no reports of the
following crimes on the Durham
campus during the 2016 calendar year: murder, non-negligent
manslaughter, manslaughter by
negligence, incest, statutory rape,
robbery, motor vehicle theft, il-

sing that song as much as you
want, but you shouldn’t say the
n-word,” Esperance said.
Esperance explains that
within the black community
there are some who “reclaim”
the use of the n-word and there
are “some who have worked to
eradicate” the word. Though the
word is discussed within this
community, according to Esperance “it is not a word that can
be used by others,” she says this
is because, “it’s a word that [is
used] to oppress us.”
Moving forward, Esperance stresses the importance
of all members of the community remaining educated about
these issues on campus, in
New Hampshire and the United
States.
“It has to be an ongoing institutional change in order for
anything to actually happen,”
Esperance said. “It has to be a
cycle of education and holding
people accountable for racist,
bias and prejudice acts.”
According to Greabe
the best way to move forward is
debate.
“I think inviting debate over
that topic between experts, recruiting a diverse student body
and faculty, diversity along every
metric in terms of viewpoints,
life experience, background. . .
that is probably the best way forward and certainly not to ignore
it,” Greabe said.
legal weapons arrests and illegal
weapons possession violations
referred for disciplinary action.
The Durham campus saw a decrease in the following crimes:
aggravated assaults (four incidents), burglary (three incidents), stalking (three incidents),
dating violence (three incidents),
liquor law violation referred for
disciplinary action (254 incidents) and drug law violations
referred for disciplinary action
(38 incidents).
Other than the one hate
crime reported at the Manchester
campus, the only other crime reported in the data were two drug
law arrests. Concord Law School
had only three separate incidents
in the entirety of 2016 according
to the report: one case of aggravated assault, one case of stalking
and one case of dating violence.
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Homecoming
continued from page 1
general public or distributed to
students. This number is a slight
rise from last year, increasing by
a few hundred people.
“We were thrilled with the
crowd,” Danos said. “Overall we
were very happy with how the operation itself went… the parking,
the access, the ingress/egress…
with that many people, we had a
few small problems, but we were
thrilled, I was very proud of the
entire team.”
According to Danos, Homecoming is an opportunity for
students and alumni to reflect on
the quality of their university experiences and reconnect with the
community.
“We want people to remember their experience at the university and homecoming is a great
way [and] a great reminder of
the quality of the education [and]
the quality of the experience [at
UNH] as young adults,” Danos
said.
In addition to the difficulties

Indigenous
continued from page 1
D. Roosevelt proclaimed Columbus Day a national holiday
to commemorate the arrival of
Christopher Columbus in the
New World on Oct. 12, 1492. In
opposition to this holiday, many
opponents emerged declaring
this commemoration as the glorification of Native American
genocide. In 1992, Berkeley,
California became the first city
to establish Indigenous Peoples’
Day as a counter-holiday, and in
1994, was declared as an internationally recognized holiday by
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of keeping track of how many
people come through the various
entrances to the different Homecoming lots (Boulder and Lewis
Fields, the stadium itself, etc.),
many people acquire tickets without sincere intentions of actually
attending the game.
“It goes beyond the confines
of the stadium itself… because of
the unique nature of Homecoming,” Danos said.
However, according to Danos, it is now becoming increasingly easier to get an accurate
estimate of people in attendance.
This can be credited to the fact
that as of last hockey season, athletic event tickets are available
online. This makes it so students
who are actually interested in attending the festivities may take
the initiative to conveniently
access the tickets through their
phones.
Danos and other members of
his team know that redemption
rates are usually low for ticket
distribution, but they always
plan for the maximum number of
people that may be in attendance.

Danos also stated that he hopes
that the numbers of ticketholders continue to reach these large
numbers in the future.
Danos and his team try to
make the quality of athletic events,
such as Homecoming, good for
all people in order to ensure that
these numbers stay high by catering toward all demographics.
For example, the athletic department works to provide inflatables
geared toward young children.
In addition, Danos said new
renovations on campus bring
alumni back to campus. Danos,
being an alumnus of UNH himself, stated how the improvements
made to the university’s campus
are attractive to UNH graduates,
and may even inspire them to become benefactors for the university.
  “The quality of the campus… it’s just extraordinary…
and it benefits the university’s
profile for alumni to come and
see that sort of thing. It’s an important tool for the university to
continue with its success,” Danos
said.

the United Nations.
After Berkeley, more U.S.
cities and entire states followed
suit, replacing Columbus Day
with Indigenous Peoples’ Day.
This included cities such as Los
Angeles, Portland, Denver and
Seattle and states like Alaska,
Vermont and Minnesota.
UNH students had mixed reactions to the name change.
“In my opinion, I don’t think
it [Columbus Day] should be a
holiday at all, but the change of
the holiday to celebrate the indigenous people of the continent and
the region makes sense,” senior
physics major Cameron Maillet

said.

Other students weighed in
as well. “Maybe they could have
changed the name to Columbus
and Indigenous Peoples’ Day
instead of having it one way or
the other,” biomed junior Norma
Kindell-Leeman said.
Jaclyn Williams, a communication sciences and disorders
senior major, also added, “I think
this change to recognize the indigenous people will bring more
awareness to the other populations who founded our land. The
indigenous populations should
be recognized as well as Columbus.”
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UNH students crowd and roam Thompson Hall during U-Day held on Sept. 12, 2017.

UNH recieves platinum status for sustainability efforts
By Jordyn Haime
STAFF WRITER
President Mark Huddleston
announced that UNH has been
awarded a platinum rating, the
highest possible rating, by the
Association for the Advancement
of Sustainability in Higher Education (AASHE) for its efforts
toward sustainability in an email
Wednesday morning.
AASHE is a widely respected North American-based association with the goal of advancing
sustainability in higher education.
The association uses the Sustainability Tracking, Assessment
& Rating System (STARS) to
asses sustainability efforts at the
over 800 schools affiliated with
AASHE. Huddleston said in the
email that UNH is one of only
three higher education institutions
in the country to receive such a
rating, placing UNH “at the very
highest level of sustainability
performance among colleges and
universities.”
STARS is based on percentage points earned by institutions
in five categories: academics, engagement, operations, planning
& administration, and innovation
and leadership. An institution
must have a score of at least 85 to
achieve platinum status. According to the UNH Sustainability
Institute’s “Pathway to Platinum”
report, UNH achieved an 85.51
percent rating and was above average in every domain.
Some of the efforts and
initiatives that boosted UNH’s
STARS rating include its invest-

COURTESY OF AASHE
ment in 100 percent renewable
energy, dedication to sustainability research and education across
three majors, wealth of sustainable and efficient transportation
and success in engaging the wider
community about sustainability
on campus. UNH is also home
to the nation’s first organic dairy
research farm, and it composts
25,000 pounds of dining hall food

waste per month.
According to Huddleston’s
email, the achievement is built on
a 20-year effort by students, faculty and staff to advance sustainability at UNH through recruiting
“a new generation of Wildcats,
students who are increasingly
interested in sustainability, from
locally grown foods, fisheries and
renewable energy to social justice

and cultural issues.”
The Presidential Task Force
for Sustainability was formed in
fall 2016 to guide efforts toward
a platinum rating after attaining a
gold rating in 2011 and 2014.
Members of the community
are invited to join the president on
Oct. 11 to celebrate UNH’s platinum achievement.
According to Communica-

tions & Information Coordinator
for the Sustainability Institute
Colleen Flaherty, the event will
be a celebration of the hard work
and efforts toward a sustainable
campus over the past 20 years, the
Communications & Information
Coordinator at UNH’s Sustainability Institute.
Though UNH has already
earned the highest possible rating from AASHE, the report lays
out plans for future efforts toward
maintaining strength in certain areas and furthering sustainability
on campus, such as continuing
to engage students on all three
campuses and enhancing campus
planning for biodiversity.
“[The platinum achievement] showed us where UNH
excels in sustainability and where
we can improve. There’s still
more work that needs to be done,”
Flaherty said.
Junior environmental conservation major Emily Dutton
is excited that UNH has made a
commitment to being a sustainable school
“I hope that this will push the
school to make even more changes and that this rating doesn’t stop
us from making further changes
to be more sustainable,” she said.
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UNHPD reports less Homecoming arrests

Courtesy of unh.edu
Luke Himmelsbach
CONTRIBUTING
WRITER
Looking back at last year’s
tailgate and football game, there
were 43 arrests and multiple hospitalizations due to alcohol; this
was one of the main concerns for

law enforcement this past Saturday. According to Chief of Police
Paul Dean, 23 arrests were confirmed for the entire weekend,
most of which were alcohol related.
“Overall, I think the different groups within the UNH community did a very good job. Our
partners from the Durham Police

Department, the Durham Fire Department, McGregor Memorial
Ambulance Corps, UNH Dining,
UNH Grounds & Events, UNH
Athletics, UNH Ceremonies and
Events, and so many more, are
absolutely committed to the safety of our students and our guests,”
UNH Chief of Police Paul Dean
said.

“It is always so impressive
to see all these groups collaborate, and the work that each puts
in truly shows during events like
Homecoming,” Chief Dean added.
While arrest rates and hospitalizations were low this year,
Chief Dean explained that this
Homecoming was very com-

parable to years past in terms of
crowd size and the event was
very consistent with previous
Homecoming celebrations.
“I think they [law enforcements/medical teams] did a
good job,” junior psychology and education major Emily
Dion said. “They didn’t go out
of their way to bother those who
weren’t doing anything wrong
but I definitely saw some people
who needed to be taken care of
getting help.”
Although the UNH Police
Department (UNHPD) can view
this past weekend as an accomplishment, the biggest difficulty
that law enforcement faced was
encouraging everyone to be safe
and responsible by exercising
safe judgment, as is the problem
faced with most Homecoming
celebrations at the university.
While the event left low
rates of arrest and hospitalization, for next year’s celebration
and the rest of the academic
year, Chief Dean wants to reinforce how students and alumni
alike can prevent any potentially harmful events from occurring.
“Be good representatives of
UNH as part of this larger community we live in, and to always
look out for your fellow Wildcat,” Chief Dean said.

UNH sexual assault prevention app now available nation-wide
By Aaron Soroa
STAFF WRITER
The uSafeUS™app, which,
according to the uSafeUS website, is an app that “places sexual
assault resources into the hands
of survivors and allies,” became
a national app available for both
Apple® and Android® on Monday, Sept. 18. The development
for this app was led by executive director of research for the
Prevention Innovations Research
Center and UNH professor of sociology, Sharyn Potter.
“In 2015, I was talking to
one of my friends, Kathy Kimball,
who talked to me about the great
resources available for [sexual assault] victims and their allies, but,
in the moment, it was hard for
them to get those resources to process the crime,” Potter said when
explaining how the idea for the
app uSafeNH™ came to be.
In 2016, the Prevention Innovations Research Center launched
the uSafeNH™ app. The app was
available to 21 higher education
institutions across the state of
New Hampshire, but Potter, along
with the Prevention Innovations
Research Center, wanted it to become a national resource.
“It was our dream to make
it national, but we knew that we

had to start small and do all that
we could,” Potter said.“What we
are seeing nationally came from
hard work, and from trial and error from administering the beta
[uSafeNH™] version.”
Potter said that they had people of all demographics help with
this app, including members of the
NH Coalition Against Domestic
and Sexual Violence and computer science, chemical engineering,
justice studies, social work, psychology and sociology students.
In an interview with UNH
Today, titled “UNH Launches
uSafeUS App to Prevent Sexual
Assault and Improve Response,”
Potter said that schools face challenges in delivering ways to prevent sexual assault.
“Our research shows that the
impact of assault on the victim can
be lifelong,” Potter said. “Our goal
is to help prevent assaults where
possible and to help schools put
trauma-informed information directly into the hands of students
and those who support them at the
exact moment they are needed.”
The uSafeUS website, uSafeUS.org, explains three of the
applications main features: Expect
Me™ ,Time to Leave™ and Angel Drink.
The Expect Me™ portion
“programs your phone to alert a
friend if it takes longer than your

preset time to arrive at your destination.” This feature was originally included in the beta version,
uSafeNH™.
The Time to Leave™
portion“simulates an important
call or text for you to use to get
out of uncomfortable situations.”
The Angel Drink feature is
for users to discretely communicate with bartenders and servers.
The app gives the uses recipes for
real cocktails and drinks which
they can show a bartender, but

the last drink is the Angel Drink.
The body of the recipe outlines
steps for the bartender to get the
app’s user out of the uncomfortable situation.
Currently, the UNH Prevention Innovations Research
Center is a finalist for the 2017
C. Peter Magrath Community
Engagement Scholarship Award,
which is given by the Association of Public and Land-Grant
Universities (APLU).
“We will be making our fi-

Courtesy of unh.edu
nal pitch in Washington D.C. on
Nov. 12, to see if we won,” Potter said.
The Prevention Innovations
Research Center is currently celebrating their tenth year, and, according to their website, aims to
“help postsecondary institutions,
federal, state, and local communities develop and implement
model policies, procedures and
programs on issues relating to
violence against women on campus.”
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Project in the works on 66 Main St.
By Nick D’Aloia
STAFF WRITER

David May, associate vice
president of business affairs and
the project lead for the downtown
development of 66 Main St., is
tasked with overseeing almost all
of the auxiliary enterprises here at
UNH, from housing, to dining to
campus recreation. Recently, May
and the university have ramped up
their efforts to redevelop the unused land that sits right in the heart
of downtown Durham.
Just over six years ago, the
Alpha Tau Omega fraternity
house was subject to a drug bust
that resulted in the off campus
property being seized from the
fraternitys ownership. Since that
date in 2011, the University of
New Hampshire and the town of
Durham have been in negotiations
regarding future plans for the untouched two-acre property.
“We’ve been trying to redevelop the property for a number of
years now,” May said. “The main
reason being if you go downtown

and look at the area or take pictures, it’s a real eye sore. It’s just
an open, overgrown field with an
old fence surrounding it and we
believe that a vibrant downtown
is good for the university and the
community.”
According to May, the property was purchased by the university so that there would be control
over what happened at the site,
“because what happens downtown
is extremely important to campus
life.”
May said he is unable to share
the exact plans for the redevelopment at this moment because they
are still in the beginning stages of
solidifying them, however, he did
provide a few possibilities that
were mentioned in UNH’s request
for proposal, or RFP document.
“If you take a look at the
project overview in the RFP document, you’ll see that the top options for 66 Main Street redevelopment were either a boutique or
branded hotel. We think Durham
desperately needs a hotel,” May
said.
In addition, May said that,

although Durham has the Holiday
Inn Express, there is an incentive
to bring a hotel that is “closer to
campus.”
“So we believe Durham
could really use a hotel. We
hired a firm to do a feasibility
study, which came back pretty
good and we concluded that
there seemed to be a market for a
140-bed hotel,” May said.
May claims that if UNH
were to build a hotel, one of the
requirements is that the hotel
also serves as a learning laboratory for students in the hospitality management program. This
hospitality learning laboratory
within a functional 140-bed hotel is just one of the many possibilities May and the university
have in mind for 66 Main St.
“We are also looking at possible commercial space,” May
said. “We think an upscale restaurant would be a really nice
edition to the town. There are
plenty of dining options but we
think there should be something
better. We’re hoping to attract a
chef from Portsmouth to come

and open up another restaurant
or something like that.”
According to May, the
primary challenge of this project has been trying to meet the
town’s architectural guidelines,
while also trying to come up
with ideas that will best suit both
the town and the campus’s interests.
“Another possibility we’re
looking at is distinctive retail
uses that may include Barnes &
Noble,” May said. “Our Barnes
& Noble store right now is located in the MUB [Memorial
Union Building] and from a retail perspective that’s not a great
location. If you’re a student you
know where it is, but for general
public it’s hard to find.”
May continued, “Plus,
Barnes & Noble is one of those
signature retail brands that if we
had one downtown, it would be a
much bigger store with a larger
apparel selection to better serve
the community. There’d be a
café, probably a Starbucks, it
would just be an all around better destination for students and

families.”
According to May, there are
a lot of hoops to jump through
before he and the university can
start construction.
“What we do is we put together this RFP document that
tries to give the developers as
much information as we can
about the town, the university,
what our desires are, and what
restrictions might be,” May said.
“Then we ask the developers to
essentially propose a business
partnership with the university
to develop the land.”
The developers are then
asked to provide information that
helps May and his team make a
decision on which firm will be
selected for the redevelopment.
“Once we decide to go with
a firm, they will work with the
town to redevelop 66 Main
Street,” May said.
May didn’t provide a timeline for the project’s completion,
but he’s extremely excited for
the future redevelopments in the
downtown area, whatever they
may be.

Scott Dikker talks fake news, both satirical and in media

Caleb Jagoda/Contributor
(Above) Scott Dikkers speaks to UNH students
about fake news in the Strafford Room.
By Caleb Jagoda
CONTRIBUTING
WRITER
When a typical public speaker comes in to speak at UNH,
usually, not too big of a ruckus is
made, especially on a Wednesday
night. A few dozen people might
show up, a decent talk will ensue,
and that’ll be that. Luckily for us,

Scott Dikkers, co-founder and
former editor of The Onion, is not
a typical public speaker.
Dikkers began his speech
by not speaking at all. Dikkers
sprinted across the packed Strafford Room in the MUB (Memorial Union Building), immediately
sparking the crowd and inciting a few muffled laughs. After
proceeding to take a selfie with
the crowd looming in the back-

ground, he sprinted back across
the room, completing his lap, and
began his speech with a high-energy approach and lots of jokes.
Dikkers, a successful figure
in the comedy industry for the last
30 years, specializes in laughs.
He prefaced his soliloquy with
an ironic, yet interesting thesis,
asking the audience who better to
clear the air about all of the fake
news that exists in today’s media
than “a person who founded, to
be honest, the most trusted news
media organization in the world.”
After the audience settled down,
Dikkers dug into the creation and
assembly of The Onion.
According to Dikkers, it began when two students at the University of Wisconsin approached
him with an interesting offer. They
wanted to recruit him to become
a part of a local humor magazine,
in a hope to provide laughs to all
of the local college students and
maybe even get their name out
to the public. Dikkers eagerly
agreed, and began his first contributions to The Onion.
The two students recruited him after catching wind of
his handmade comic strips that
gained local fame, and at first, this

was all that he contributed. After
their second issue was chock full
of spelling errors, Dikkers volunteered to become an unpaid editor
of the paper, and this is where his
journey really began.
Dikkers recounted sleepless
nights, spending hours and hours
trying to think of witty material
and amusing jokes to fill the paper
in an effort to deliver what they
considered to be quality material.
After giving their paper out for
free and entertaining the locals
for a few months, the other two
students wanted out. So, Dikkers
scraped together all of his savings,
$3,000 to be exact, and purchased
the paper from them. This marked
the ascent of Dikkers career owning The Onion.
Many may wonder where the
name comes from, and how he got
the inspiration for a fake, satirical newspaper. Dikkers said that
while the name was brainstormed
after trying to think of a clever
newspaper name, the satirical
newspaper was actually an accident. Dikkers and the two students
wanted to print their magazine
for as cheap as possible, so after
hearing that it would be extremely
expensive to print out color pages,

they agreed that black-and-white
newsprint would get the job done.
Thus, The Onion’s biggest appeal
was produced by accident.
Dikkers went on to tell his
story, going over The Onion’s
ascension from a very small,
cult-followed paper to becoming a nationally-acclaimed humor spot. He described many
of the interesting characters he
enlisted over the years, citing
that many of his funniest writers
actually dealt with many serious
emotional issues, as well as describing the feeling of making it
big.
After making it through
his tale, Dikkers rounded back
to his original issue: the awful
fake news that plagues America today. He was somewhat
ashamed that The Onion contributed to this outbreak, although their stories are merely
meant for jokes, and then ended
with this: “We need to doggedly
pursue the truth with extreme
vigilance, … We cannot believe
everything we read. As crazy
as it seems, the person who is
responsible for more lies in the
media than anyone else is telling you this.”
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Hamel Recreation Center adds finishing touches
By Ian Lenahan
Contributing Writer

Photos courtesy of Campus Recreation Center Instagram

The first treat of the university’s 151st Homecoming Weekend came on Friday morning at
the Hamel Recreation Center
with new gym equipment being
brought in as part of the finishing touches on recent renovations.
According to Campus
Recreation Director Stacey Hall,
the old equipment was traded
in because it was on the last of
the 10 year deal agreed to when
it was first purchased. The new
pieces brought in are all from
Cybex, a local fitness equipment
company whose headquarters are
based out of Medway, Massachusetts. The money left over from
the construction budget over the
past few years will bring in new
LifeFitness treadmills that will be
installed on the second level in
the near future.
Hall and the Campus Recreation staff chose Cybex for a multitude of reasons. Besides for the
local connection, the equipment

@thenewhampshire
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is simpler to adjust and smaller
than the old pieces, therefore
opening up the workout space
and having it feel less cramped.
The weight room is now easier to
see and walk through, which Hall
hopes will bring in more students
throughout the day.
“It was important to us to
make the space a little less daunting so that students’ workouts
could be more enjoyable,” Hall
noted.
The new equipment also
provides easy access to those
with physical handicaps. Cybex
prides itself on embracing the
Inclusive Fitness Initiative (IFI),
a national program that encourages fitness facilities to be more
accessible and adjustable to the
needs of people with disabilities,
as well as those who aren’t.
According to Hall, the new
equipment has larger font to read
instructions and are at easier
heights suitable to the needs of
all. Not only that, but the equipment can simply adjust for those
in wheelchairs. In all, by bringing in new and more versatile

equipment, the hope is that more
people will want to come in and
make Campus Recreation a part
of their everyday routine.
In the few days since the old
equipment was replaced, the usual
crowd has returned to test it out.
Within hours of being installed
on Friday, the weight room was
crowded with gym-goers, all of
whom were taking their time to
marvel at the new and improved
pieces. So far, Hall stated, many
students have come up to her with
nothing but praise and excitement.
“It’s been great so far. I find
that for myself and a lot of other
people, there seems to be less focus on the adjustments to the machines and more focus on getting
in maximum repetitions,” Daniel
Brammer, a sophomore pre-medical biology major, said. “There’s
no doubt it feels more comfortable.”
“We wanted to do this and
have Campus Recreation become
a more inclusive environment, and
so far that seems to be the case,”
Hall said. “Hopefully that same
feeling carries on into the future.”
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Senate Update
By Tyler John Kennedy
STAFF WRITER
Much discussion in the Sunday night Student Senate meeting was devoted to the topic of
the summer work logs of Student
Body President (SBP) Carley
Rotenberg and her vice president, Alexandra Burroughs. To
earn their summer stipends of
$3,300 each, according to the
senate bylaws, both the student
body president and the vice president must complete 20 hours of
on-campus student governing
work each week throughout the
course of the summer, though
there has never been a “contract”
that stipulates the exact number of hours that the two representatives are expected to have
worked over the entirety of the
summer, according to Student
Senate Speaker Brennan Pouliot.
An issue arose when determining if Rotenberg and Burroughs
completed
the
appropriate
amount of hours this past summer.
   Pouliot noted to The New

Hampshire that in previous
years, the expected amount of total summer hours was the aftermath of an agreement between
the SBP office and the senate
parliamentarian of that session.
Such an agreement failed to
work out this year due to discrepancies that Pouliot partially
blames on miscommunication
on what constitutes the summer
period — Is the summer based
on the academic calendar or is
summer based on the senate calendar, which runs from May 1 to
Sept. 17?
Senate’s solution to the issue was to bring it to the Judiciary Committee, which specializes in interpreting the senate’s
constitution. The four members
of the committee, who prior
to discussing the matter were
given no information regarding
the amount of hours worked by
Rotenberg and Burroughs, came
upon the agreement that based
off the bylaws, the summer period is 13 weeks long and that the
total amount of summer work
hours expected by the SBP and
VP is 260 hours each. Based off

of the hours logged by the two
of them, Rotenberg worked 240
hours and Burroughs worked
240.5 hours, with both of them
being under the required amount.
A resolution was introduced on Sunday night by Senate Parliamentarian Jesse Austin addressing the failure of the
Summers Logs, though it failed
unanimously. If the resolution
were to have been passed, both
Rotenberg and Burroughs would
have been reprimanded by the
senate for failing to have done
the summer work expected of
them.
As to why the resolution
met such failure, Pouliot told
TNH that, “[The senate] felt
that [Rotenberg and Burroughs]
shouldn’t be reprimanded for
the confusion that went on with
this.”
“This discussion wasn’t so
much about a failure of any individual, in this case it was more
that we need to be better in making sure that the bylaws and the
standard practices that we have
for this carry from session to session so that there aren’t such dis-

crepancies,” Pouliot said.
A second resolution regarding the topic— an approval of
the summer logs— was brought
to the floor later in the night; it
passed unanimously.
Rotenberg’s nomination for
the fraternity and sorority affairs liaison, Tyler Drisko, a senior recreation management and
policy major, was confirmed by
the senate on Sunday evening
by a majority vote. A member of
the Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity
since his freshman year, Drisko’s
past leadership roles within his
fraternity include being the chapter’s delegate to the Interfraternity Council, standards chair, alumni relations chair and is currently
the external VP. Outside of his
chapter, he volunteered as a collegiate facilitator for the Lambda
Chi Alpha Stead Leadership held
at the University of Maryland this
past August and currently serves
as the Northeast Representative
on the Student Advisory Committee to the Lambda Chi Alpha
Board of Directors.
While he lacks background
experience in matters concerning

the senate, Burroughs made notice that along with his membership in his fraternity, Drisko has
served in a leadership role in the
UNH PAWs program, a summer
outdoor education program for
incoming first-year students.
  Approved as senators on
Sunday were Cameron Kenney,
Omkar Waghe, Lauren Lomberto, Isaac Colcord, Alexander
Brown, Camden Tatsapaugh,
and approved for Student Activity Fee Committee (SAFC) senators were Nicholas Crosby, Evan
Smith, Peter Sirkovich and Liam
Sullivan. Two SAFC at-Large
members were also confirmed by
senate on Sunday night: Krysta
Gingue and Nicolas LaCourse.
Other than the approval of
the summer logs, the only other
policy-related matter of the night
involved the proposal and eventual unanimous passing of the
standing operating procedure of
the upcoming First-Year Student
elections, in which all traditional
first-year students and transfer
students are to vote for a representative to serve in the President
Rotenberg’s cabinet.
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With Fraternity and Sorority Affairs Liaison Tyler Drisko
By Chandler
MacKenzie
STAFF WRITER
He wasn’t officially assigned
to the position of Fraternity and
Sorority Affairs Liaison until this
past Sunday, but Tyler Drisko has
been making his mark on the fraternity/sorority world ever since
his freshman year
The 21 year old, senior recreation and management policy
major has been a member of the
Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity
ever since his freshman year and
has sought leadership positions
throughout his envolvement.
“Ever since I stepped foot

on campus, I pretty much knew
I would be involved in Greek
Life,” Drisko said.
Drisko’s leadership has been
extensive within fraternity and
sorority life. He served as external vice president and philanthropy chair of Lambda Chi Alpha
along with being an interfraternity council delegate. However,
when it comes to his new liaison
position that deals with Student
Senate, Drisko admits it’s harder
than expected.
“I never had experience
dealing with [Student] Senate,”
Drisko said. “Finding out about
this position actually came from
hearing about it from a friend.”
That friend is now Student

Body Vice President Alexandra
Burroughs. Drisko said Burroughs really wanted him to go
out for the position and the process was relatively simple.
“I submitted my resume
and went through the interview
process,” Drisko said. “As far as
I’m aware, I ran against probably
three or four other people.”
As Fraternity and Sorority
Affairs Liaison, Drisko says his
job is to, “establish good communication between Student
Senate and the fraternities, sororities and the councils that exist as well.”
According to Drisco, this
position is important. “I think
Greek life is typically seen in

colleges in a negative light. I
want Greek life to be seen as
what it actually is, [a] beneficial
system to those involved with
the organizations.”
Since accepting the position,
Drisko has found himself in the
midst of a busy last few weeks,
with the various recruitment
weeks happening along with the
incident involving Alpha Phi last
week.
In reference to the Alpha Phi
situation, Drisco said, “I think all
parties involved are doing a good
job with the situation at hand.”
As to his role throughout the
incident, Drisko said his job was
to “oversee communication and
contribute to a successful growth

of Greek life for the future.”
As appointed liaison for the
rest of the school year, Drisko
said he has some big plans for the
year including coming up with
what he calls a “Greek calendar.”
The goal of the Greek calendar
idea is to get all fraternity and
sorority events up on one public
calendar that not only fraternity
and sorority life can get involved
in, but also the students on campus as well.
“I do a lot of philanthropic
work with Greek Life as well,”
Drisko said. “I think that to spread
this work across campus and get
students to see what Greek Life
is all about, that would be awesome.”

With Chairperson of Campus Structure Ethan McClanahan
By Zerina Bajramovic
STAFF WRITER
“As soon as I set foot on
campus I knew that it was the one
for me. Like you get that feeling,”
Ethan McClanahan, 19, said in
regard to his decision to come to
UNH.
McClanahan, a sophomore
political science major, is the current campus structure chairperson
on the cabinet of the student body
president.
Born in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, and residing in Sellersville, Pennsylvania, McClanahan
came to UNH as a biology major,
but quickly changed his mind during the first semester of his freshman year.
“I had a history class (Modern U.S. History) first semester
freshman [year] and it completely changed the way I look at the
world,” McClanahan said. “From
that point I got really interested
in how politics work at both a
state and national level and even

a world level, so I decided to
change my major,”
According to McClanahan,
he had joined Student Senate as
a freshman and decided to run for
the position of campus structure
chairperson once it opened up due
to the previous chairperson graduating.
“One of my friends was also
on Student Senate and I told him
what I was interested in. And I
was really interested in being really involved with students and
knowing what it is that they want
and how they think the university
could be better, so he recommended campus structure for me,” he
said.
As the chairperson of campus structure, McClanahan gets
the chance to interact with both
administration and the student
body in terms of the entire infrastructure on campus. On a daily
basis he meets with administration, students and other members of the cabinet making plans
to ensure that students are happy

with how the university is run and
maintained.
“If a student has any concerns about any of the infrastructure on campus, it could be
transportation or something that
happened in a dorm or one of
the academic buildings, I’d bring
those concerns to administrations
and we’d work together to try to
figure out a solution to the problem,” McClanahan said.
Moving forward in the academic year, McClanahan said he
has many goals, but all of them
revolve around staying connected
with the student body.
“I want to make sure that
[students] can contact me with
any concerns they have and I’ll
try to find a solution for them,”
he said. “With everything that I
am trying to accomplish, it’s really important that students know
they can reach us and that we are
here to work for them.”
His most recent accomplishment included working the IT
Departments and students in im-

proving Wi-Fi connection inside
of dorms after students had negative reactions when all the Ethernet ports were turned off in all the
rooms.
“I met with the IT Department and we worked together
and they’re being really helpful
and making sure they’re going
to every student’s dorm room
that has problems with the wifi.
They’re very hands on. Thus
far, that’s the biggest thing this
year,” McClanahan said.
In his free time, when he’s
not focusing on student senate
and academics, McClanahan
loves to spend his time snowboarding in the mountains. He
started skiing when he was just
six years old and switched to
snowboarding in his early teen
years.
“If it’s winter I’m always at
a snowboard mountain. I love to
snowboard. I’m a level one certified snowboard instructor and
during winter break I teach kids
and adults how to snowboard,”

McClanahan said. “And if it not
winter, which it’s the worst if it’s
not winter, I like to play basketball with my friends. I just like to
be outside.”
Although only a sophomore, McClanahan has a specific
goal post graduation: practicing
law.
“I definitely want to practice
law. I’m really interested in constitutional law, which I think is
surprising because a lot of people
probably find it very boring.”
As for advice for UNH students, McClanahan said he wants
to see people getting involved
with student senate, staying connected and knowing what senate
does so they can see that they are
working on behalf of the student
body.
“I think it would be great if
people knew that Student Senate was so easy to get into and
how much impact they have once
they’re there and how much work
we do to make sure that everyone
on campus is happy.”
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UNH decal sales supports student scholarships
By Chandler
MacKenzie
STAFF WRITER
New Hampshire Governor
Chris Sununu signed SB31 into
law this past June, authorizing
the sale of decal plates for UNH.
Sales for the decals began last
Monday after an announcement
from UNH and last Wednesday
from Governor Sununu on Twitter.
“Today’s a great day to be
a Wildcat! You can now support
NH student scholarships by buying your own UNH decal license
plate,” Sununu announced last
Wednesday on his Twitter account.
The student scholarships Sununu mentioned specifically is the
Fund For NH Students, which,
according to Public Affairs Manager for UNH Communication
and Public Affairs Thomas Cronin, “provides need-based aid for
students from NH.”

Cronin, who has overseen
the license plate operation since
he started at UNH about three
years ago, said he has been happy
with the overall reaction of the
public since the announcement
was made.
“We’re pretty happy with
what we’ve heard so far,” Cronin
said. “We think people are happy
with the limited marketing we’ve
had and the chair of the alumni
association has been extremely
helpful throughout all of this.”
As public affairs manager,
Cronin also serves as the government liaison for the university and
the state of New Hampshire. As
Cronin knows firsthand, the process to get this to happen has not
been fast moving.
“This has been going on
since I started here three years
ago,” Cronin said. “Over the last
year, I’ve really been working on
the bill to get this into law so to
see it in action is really cool.”
UNH began sales last week
of the decals. In order to purchase
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a decal, a gift to the Fund for NH
Students of $55 or more has to
be made and then, if not bought
already, anyone can go to the local NH Department of Motor
Vehicles and purchase the decal
license plate as well.
According to Cronin, now
that the license plate project is up
and running, he is handing it over
to the marketing and sales departments. Originally, he said that the

target demographic was UNH
alumni living in New Hampshire
but he expects students will find
out and hopes that they purchase
them as well.
He expects sales to start a bit
slower but pick up as more people
gain knowledge of it. Cronin said
the sales model should follow a
model like Maine, who has decal
plates for the University of Maine.
“Throughout the next year,

I think about 1,000 decals would
be a great start,” Cronin said. “If
we can get to 1,000, then I think
things would be really looking up
from there. I’m really excited to
see how this goes.”
Visit unh.edu/licenseplate
for more information and to purchase a decal.
To follow Chandler on Twitter follow @chanmack21
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a firsthand account
By Alexander Heye
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
I recently attended the “Learn to Juggle
Night” with a singular goal, which was
to discover the secret behind juggling
once and for all. Ultimately, I’m sorry
to say I “dropped the ball” and didn’t
actually figure it out completely, however I did have a really fun time trying.
The event, which was held by the
UNH Juggling Club, took place in the MUB
at 7 p.m. on Monday, September 18. I learned
two things: one, I can’t juggle and two, some
people are insanely good at it. I came into this
event optimistic that I could conquer this skill with
ease. Unfortunately, I was not aware of how uncoordinated I was and found the task at hand much
more challenging than I had originally deemed. I
was helped by some wonderful people who knew
much more about the art of juggling than I ever would.
As someone who grew up seeing juggling occasionally in a circus or even by someone performing on the
street, I never had much exposure to the experience. It is
much harder than they make it seem and requires a lot more
focus and hand–eye coordination than I could ever possess.
It was slightly intimidating to walk in and see these groups of
people throwing bowling pins at each other while maintaining their
juggling with each catch. However, the members hosting the event
were very helpful in educating me and my friend on the basics and enlightened us with the tips that they thought would unlock our true juggling potential. We started off by simply holding a ball and gently tossing it in an arc into our other awaiting hand. The trick was to not throw
too hard and make sure that we weren’t just throwing the ball straight up
and down. We gradually progressed until we were confident enough in
our skills to throw a ball from both hands into the other at the same time.

Books fallen prey to
censorship celebrated
The English Department
celebrated banned books this
past Tuesday in their first
annual celebration of books
banned due to censorship.

14

That finally evolved into
attempting to juggle
three balls at the
same time, starting with two in the
right hand and one in
the left. They told us
that the most important thing to remember
was to throw the third ball
when the first and second
balls crossed their paths in the
air. In theory, you were supposed to go through the juggling
motion in the hand with the two
balls and repeat the process with
the left once you tossed them to the
opposite hand. Unfortunately, I had
much more control over my right hand
than I did with the left side. This caused
a lot of misthrows, drops, and a good couple occasions of me hitting myself in the face.
So, I got a taste of knowing how to juggle but
could never get around the inherent stubbornness
of my left hand’s refusal to coordinate with what
was I was trying to. In short, I guess I did sort of
learn how to juggle, albeit with only one hand. Maybe someday (with a good amount of practice) I can
finally muster the required amount of concentration to
succeed with my challenge. Until then, I’d encourage
any aspiring juggler to check out the Juggling Club here
at UNH, because they’re very good at what they do and
did a really good job trying to teach me.

It

Movie Review
Director Andrés Muschietti
takes on Stephen King’s classic novel. Check out Contributing writer Caleb Jagoda’s
in-depth review on page 15!
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English Department celebrates books fallen prey to censorship
By Jordyn Haime
STAFF WRITER
The days of book-burning
may be over, but the censorship
of ideas is still alive in the
United States in some forms,
argued readers at the UNH
English Department’s first
annual celebration of banned
books on Tuesday.
The event, Larry Beemer
lecturer in English, was held
to celebrate “the deliberate
censorship of particular
voices.” UNH English faculty
and grad students were invited
to read passages from their
favorite historically, and
currently, banned or challenged
books.
Banned Books week,
which was launched by the
American Library Association
(ALA) in 1982 to “draw
national attention to the harm

of censorship” according to
the ALA’s website, kicked
off on Sunday and continues
throughout the week.
Today books are still
challenged and banned here
in the United States. The ALA
releases a list of the top 10
most challenged books each
year in honor of Banned Books
week. Staking spots on the
2016 list are popular books
like “Looking for Alaska” by
John Green and “Boy Meets
Boy” by David Levithan. The
former was challenged for a
“sexually explicit scene that
may lead a student to sexual
experimentation;” the latter for
a cover image depicting two
boys kissing and containing
sexually explicit LGBTQ
content.
UNH English faculty
honored some texts that have
been challenged in the 21st

“We have to have an unfettered access to the
truth as it actually is, and sometimes it’s not
pretty, or sometimes it’s not the world that
we hope to live in...”
-Larry Beemer, UNH English Department
century. Professor of English
Siobhan Senier read a passage
from Rethinking Columbus,
a teaching journal that offers
tools to educators who want to
teach the discovery of the New
World from a Native American
perspective. The book was
banned in Tuscon, Arizona in
2012 after the school board
voted to abolish its Ethnic

Jordyn Haime
Monica Chiu reads from “The Seduction of the Innocent” by
Fredric Wertham.

Join the cool kids.
Write for the arts.

Studies program.
“There are economic forms
of censorship as well,” Senier
said, as later illustrated by
Shelley Girdner, who read a
passage from “Fun Home” by
Alison Bechdel. “Fun Home”
is a graphic memoir narrating
the author’s life growing up
with a closeted father, as well
as her own path to discovering
her sexual identity.
According to Girdner,
in 2014, the South Carolina
senate cut $50,000 worth of
funding from the College of
Charleston’s freshman reading
programs – which assigned
“Fun Home” to incoming
freshman – due to the book’s
LGBTQ themes.
“Once you say no to one
book, it is so easy to cut so
many of them from your life,”
Girdner said.
US laws around book
banning are vague. In a 1964
court decision, Justice Potter
Stewart stated, “I shall not
today attempt further to define
[obscenity]…but I know it
when I see it.”
Books are still legally
censored and banned from
libraries in US public schools,
on the grounds that they are

not removed simply because
the school disagrees with the
content, but because they
are vulgar or unsuitable for
education, according Larry
Beemer.
Beemer, who read from
Henry Miller’s “Tropic of
Cancer,” discussed censorship
following the event.
“There are some ideas that
are maybe more sophisticated
than a middle school kid can
grapple with. But at the same
time, that ain’t “Harry Potter.”
It’s “Harry Potter” that ends up
getting banned, or “1984,” or
“Animal Farm,”” Beemer said.
The English faculty hopes to
hold bigger and better banned
book readings in the coming
years to take steps toward
important conversations around
challenging texts.
“We have to have an
unfettered access to the truth
as it actually is, and sometimes
it’s not pretty, or sometimes
it’s not the world that we hope
to live in, but its the world that
we live in, and unless we can
talk truthfully about things,
how can we possibly come up
with any kind of solutions to
any kinds of problems going
forward?” Beemer said.
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Movie Review
Directed by Andrés Muschietti
By Caleb Jagoda
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Whenever filmmakers attempt
to convert a novel into a movie, it’s
certainly no small task. In most beloved
books, there are hundreds and hundreds
of pages containing minute details, vast
character development and background
information that feature films are just
unable to capture, no matter how they
go about it. Great books take countless hours to finish reading, so it’s just
unrealistic for movie adaptations to fit
absolutely everything into an underthree-hour runtime. That being said, it’s
respectable when they try their hardest
to do so, and especially admirable when
they give the occasional nod to their
source material with hidden gems that
only true fans of the book will pick up
on.
In “It,” director Andrés Muschietti
does just this, implementing little pieces
of fabric from the massive, all-encompassing blanket that is Stephen King’s
chilling novel, while also adding in his
own unique twist. While he deviates a
good deal from the original plot and the
ending action sequences do become a
tad maudlin and corny, Muschietti gives
us a refreshing take on the cherished
novel and respected ‘90s miniseries. He
delivers it in an exceedingly-frightening
and ultra-realistic form that appeals to
all audiences, fans of King’s novels and
the average movie-goer alike.
From “It”’s inception, it was well
known that paying homage to both the
novel and the ‘90s miniseries was going
to be very important, as they’re both
adored by the age group that accompanied their arrival. This being said,
it needed something different that the
other two very-much-outdated ver-

sions lacked, and Muschietti gave the
film this much-needed spark in a few
distinct ways.
For one, updated special effects
play a key role in the new movie. From
making Pennywise appear as terrifying
as ever with a medieval, bone-chilling
clown mien to leaving nothing to the
imagination with the gore (as the film
proceeded to show Pennywise biting
Georgie’s arm clean off and displacing it with a bloody stump), this reboot
benefitted greatly off of special effects.
It was no secret that all of the actual
displays of horror needed this flair of
present-day movie technology, as King
has a vivid and wild imagination that
could only be supported by the special
effects they have available today, and

a very pragmatic feel that its predecessors severely lacked.
Aside from the special effects,
another impressive thing this film does
is implement an eerie blend of adolescent ignorance with very gruesome and
ghastly scenes of violence and murder.
This is something that the novel is
known for doing very well, creating this
amalgam of childhood naiveté and grisly death, as many of the most intense
scenes in the book are followed with
the children going to their clubhouse
and trash-talking each other. The movie
carries this same atmosphere throughout, as it includes an impressive cast of
reliable, young actors who are able to
pull off easy-flowing conversation and
teasing that is very much believable.
On the flip side, it balances their pubescent goofiness with scenes of shocking brutality. One of the best examples
of this evil purée is when all of the kids
are at the lake having fun together on
a nice summer day, and creeping in the
bushes is Pennywise who happens to be
gnawing on the severed arm of a child.
This scene is exceptionally unnerving, and the movie does a great job of
conveying this unsettling ambiance
throughout its entirety.
Despite all of its strength, “It”’s biggest flaw lies in the ending sequences
of the film. It seems that the further the
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Bill as the group’s leader and the psyche
of the Loser’s Club as a whole.
While this was a bit disappointing,
some of the small details in the second
half of the movie were just downright
strange. To this day, I am still clueless
as to why they made Henry Bowers’
(the Loser’s Club chief tormentor) dad
a police officer. In the book, his dad is
an even more disgusting human than
he is, and it adds some clarification to
why Henry is already such a demented
human at such a young age. By making
his father a cop, it takes away from the
persona of Henry Bowers, and it makes
it almost impossible to empathize with
him. Another odd curveball that was
thrown into the movie was how easy
it was for the children to hurt Pennywise. While it did take them the length
of the movie to figure out that Pennywise feeds off of children’s fears, it
just seemed way too easy to injure him
during the climax of the film. It seemed
as if Pennywise was utterly useless, and
that he hadn’t been eating an innumerable number of children for the last few
thousand years in Derry (Pennywise really isn’t here for the nonsense). These
peculiar, seemingly pointless changes in
the plot made for an unconvincing end
to an otherwise solid horror flick.
After all is said and done, the makers
of the new “It” film succeeded. They

...it balances their pubescent goofiness with scenes of
shocking brutality...
Muschietti doesn’t disappoint with his
resources. These scenes of genuine
fear consistently and rapidly deliver;
whether it be the children stuck in the
house on Neibolt Street facing countless, swift terrors (the scariest being
Richie’s appalling encounter with the
room full of clown dolls), or Beverly
getting her face pulled down an ominous, rusty drain by rope-like strands of
bloody hair that dump gallons of blood
all over the bathroom walls, soaking
her in red monstrosities, there are an
abundance of scenes of excruciating
dread for the audience that are special
effects-heavy. In doing so, the film adds

movie goes on, the more momentum it
seems to lose as it digs its claws into
the plot. Muschietti decided to change
a few things with the storyline, which
is not a big deal, but the changes he
makes with the ending stick out as glaring weaknesses. The epitome of this is
when the children’s main motivation to
go into the sewers is to try and rescue
Beverly from Pennywise, when in the
novel their agenda lies in Bill’s desire to
rid the world of the thing that took his
baby brother from him. By adding this
gimmicky detail and sending the kids
down there only to get Beverly back, it
takes away from the characterization of

presented to us a horror film that is
equal parts terrifying as it is touching,
showing a group of outcast kids come
together to fight a terrible, shape-shifting monster. While there were some
weird changes with trivial things, and
the conclusion of the movie could’ve
been done a lot better, the movie was
an entertaining and thrilling watch, and
this is coming from someone who genuinely loves the novel. After all of the
hype surrounding this remake for the
last year or so, it really did live up to the
talk, and is definitely worth the watch.
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Breaking down cultural barriers through art
By Jordyn Haime
STAFF WRITER
UNH’s Confucius Institute
(CI-UNH), a partnership
between UNH and Chengdu
University in China that
delivers Chinese language
and culture courses at UNH,
brought a well-known Chinese
artist, Zhang Tingshu of
Beijing, to campus this summer
to erase a cultural barrier
through art.
Tingshu was invited to
UNH to teach a weeklong
class in traditional Chinese
painting and calligraphy to
American children ages 5-10.
According to Lihua Wang, a
Confucius Institute language
teacher and teaching assistant
for the summer class, 7 of
those students’ paintings won
awards in China out of 32
selected winners. The students
were: Kim Bingan, Han Xinyu,
Gibson, Alisa, Du Yueqian,
Aiao Linya and Han Yueran.
They won gold, silver and
bronze medals for their art.
The student’s pieces were
entered into an international
poetry, painting, calligraphy
and photography competition
hosted by the International
Chinese and Overseas Chinese

Artist Association in Hong
Kong this August. There were
over 500 entries.
CI-UNH wanted to bring
Tingshu to campus “to provide
the local American Chinese
the opportunity to know more
about Chinese culture and
traditional art,” Wang said.
According to Wang,
Chinese art combines
calligraphy, poetry, and
painting that is representative
of the country’s culture and is
the pride of China. Practicing
traditional Chinese art can
even be beneficial to one’s
physical and mental health; it
helps cultivate patience, focus,
and calm in children that will
be beneficial skills when they
grow up.
Though language and
cultural parries stood between
Tingshu and his students, it
didn’t stop them from learning
from each other and making
award-winning paintings.
“I am proud of this art, I
am proud of being a painter, I
am very glad to share this with
others, especially people from
other countries,” Tingshu said.
“I just want to share it with
more people and let them know
the beauty and enjoy the beauty
of it.”

Photos Courtesy of Lihua Wang

Saul O Sidore Memorial Lecture Series welcomes Erin L. Thompson
By Ian Lenahan

CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Erin L. Thompson is
the nation’s only full-time
professor of art crime, and the
University of New Hampshire’s
Saul O Sidore Memorial
Lecture Series welcomed Dr.
Thompson on Tuesday night in
the Memorial Union Building.
Professor of art crime
at John Jay College of
Criminal Justice in New York,
Thompson presented on her
2016 publication Possession:
The Curious History of Private
Collectors, drawing positive
reviews from the Wall Street
Journal and National Public
Radio amongst others.,
The lecture series, now in
its 52nd year, is put on by the
University of New Hampshire
Center for the Humanities.
This year’s theme follows
the question “Who Owns the
Past?,” with Thompson being
the keynote lecturer with her

The past lives only in our own imagination... So we all must keep
open these lines of sight into the past.
-Erin L. Thompson, Art Crime Professor at John Jay College
presentation entitled “Who
Owns Palmyra?”
The primary focus of her
presentation was on Palmyra,
Syria, one of the main stops on
the trade route of silk between
China and Rome in the early
Middle Ages. In modern times,
Palmyra has become known for
its structural beauty, featuring
the world-renowned Temple
of Baalshamin. However, in
August 2015 the temple was
looted and then bombed by
the terrorist group, ISIS. Thus,
the question of who can come
to possess historic works
of art and architecture was
introduced.
According to Thompson,
ISIS has looted and destroyed
other historic cultural

landmarks in Syria. The
terrorist group cited that the
destroyed landmarks go against
Islamic religion and advocated
for the fact that the sites
could still be seen online or in
pictures. However, Thompson
objected that the pictures not
only leave out surrounding
area, but also don’t allow for
personal interpretations that a
visitor might have.
“Digitization cuts out all the
possibilities of other people’s
interpretations,” she remarked.
“More times often than not the
story is left incomplete.”
Thompson continued on
by referencing the United
Nations Educational Scientific
and Cultural Organization
(UNESCO) conference

that took place in 1970.
This conference addressed
international smuggling
and determined that it is the
obligation of the state to protect
heritage sites within that state’s
territory.
Another focal point
of Thompson’s lecture
revolved around the theory
of “preservation, truth and
access,” first introduced by
the late scholar of art and
cultural property John Berry
Merryman. With this, the
notions of art and property are
kept safe while still allowing
public access to allow for the
education of visitors on the
histories of the respective sites.
“The past lives only in our
own imagination,” Thompson

Putting out since 1911

said..“So we all must keep
open these lines of sight into
the past.”
To conclude the evening,
Thompson discussed the ideas
of heritage and preservation.
She stated that, while
noting that it is never an
easy situation to come to a
conclusion on, such as taking
down Confederate statues
despite the history, heritage
and preservation go hand in
hand regardless of negative or
positive connotations.
“It’s most important now
more than ever that we take
the time to understand ancient
history and the artifacts that
were produced from those
times,” Thompson said.
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Always Anita: We need more listening and less judging
I have an irrational anger toward society, and I’m pretty sure
I’m not the only one.
Society always tells people
what is in or considered “normal”
and for the most part, that’s what
the majority of the people consider
normal, cool, beautiful, trending
etc. Yet, for the minority in a situation, it can get frustrating. There
are times I agree with society, but
when I don’t, that’s when I tend
to get angry. No, I don’t become
angry because of the fact that not
many agree with me. That quite
frankly isn’t my problem. What
bothers me is that if my opinion
is different from societie’s, I’m
basically outcast and ridiculed. Of
course there are people who don’t
agree with society and believe
that their opinions are the “right”
ones. However, I do not fall into
that category. I don’t think any of
my opinions are “right,” I simply
believe in them and don’t try to
shove them down anyone’s throat
and force them to agree with me.
Society is too emotional, and not
rational enough. Situations that
are ‘taboo’ should be approached
rationally, looking at all the facts,
and emotions should be left out
of it. Once you take into consideration one individual’s emotions,
someone else’s emotions are being shoved away.

For example, in my opinion
it simply isn’t fair that disagreeing with a group that just happens
to be a minority, makes you look
like a racist. Yet, that is just how
things are. Why? I’m disagreeing
with them because I do not like
their views or opinions, not their
skin color. Whether they were African American, Asian, Caucasian
or even purple, I would still disagree with their OPINIONS and
not APPEARANCE.
It frustrates me how people
like to stay with the majority just
in fear of being outcast from society. Yet, who’s to say that society
is right? There once was a time
where a majority of people believed that a woman was a man’s
property and he could have sex
with her whenever he wanted, and
that was completely okay. Looking back at it now, people wonder
how so many people could have
done such horrible things. Well,
it’s simply because they were
afraid to step out of the “norm”
and wanted nothing but to fit
in, and with time they started to
believe it was okay, just so that
they could live their lives knowing their actions were justified
and deemed okay. Now, I’m not
comparing the importance of me
having opinions about something
with lack of equality and rape, but
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Thumbs up

it gets one thinking. Are people
always right? No. Do individuals have a right to their opinions?
Yes.
Are individuals with opinions that aren’t with the majority, terrible, immature people
who can’t find it in their hearts to
change their beliefs or keep quiet
about it? No, they’re not.
Everyone is entitled to their
opinions and have a right to speak
their mind. So please, next time
you find yourself having a different opinion than another person,
give them a listening ear and at
least hear out their perspective.
Don’t immediately judge them.
You don’t have to believe in their
beliefs or even change yours,
just keep an open mind and open
heart. They may simply be looking at the situation without any
emotions.
With that said, I think that
Kayne should have rhymed ‘gold
digger’ with Trigger, because
that’s what the minority of individuals on campus seems to be:
Triggered. Over something minute, when there are clearly more
important things to worry about.
				
-Always,
Anita
@Arty_Anita or @Ask_AJK

What do you think about TNH going digital??

TWEET YOUR OPINION
@thenewhampshire
WE WANT TO HEAR IT

@thenewhampshire
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Thumbs down

Thumbs up to pumpkin spice
lattes.
Thumbs down to oregano spice
lattes. #what
Thumbs up to open minds

Thumbs down to disrespect.

Thumbs up to sunny weather.

Thumbs down to 80 degree days in
September.
Thumbs up to a UNH football win.

Thumbs down to the season being
almost halfway over.
Thumbs up to microwave popcorn.

Thumbs down to burning every
bag.
Thumbs up to Indigenous Peoples’
Day.

Sign up for our

digital
newsletter

by visiting our website

tnhdigital.com

and never miss an issue of TNH again!
@thenewhampshire

Thumbs down to Columbus Day.

Thumbs up to UNH hockey returning this weekend.
Thumbs down to not knowing any
of the chants yet.
Thumbs up to playoff baseball.

Thumbs down to the Red Sox not
clinching the division yet.
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Editor’s Desk...
Fair weather free speech

W

ithout the First
Amendment,
I have no career. This part of the Constitution is what allows my staff
and me to write about important and controversial topics
and inform all of you about
what is happening in the community, and gives all of you
the right to (peacefully) agree
or disagree with whatever you
want to.
Hate President Donald
Trump? You can put that on
Twitter. Want to protest racial
tension on campus? You can
do that too (again, peacefully). Are you really pissed off
about how many Kardashians
are pregnant at once? You can
yell it from the rooftops if you
so choose.
All of these are protected
under the First Amendment. In
many other parts of the world,
tweeting at the leader about
how much he sucks would get
you arrested, so be grateful
that you are where you are.  	
Now, this also means that
people who have different
opinions than you can also do
the same, and truthfully, you
can’t get mad about it. You can
disagree with them about their
political views, you can think
they are the worst people in the
world, but you can’t get upset
at them for exercising their
rights, because it is the same
thing that protects your right to
talk about how much you hate
the opposing view.
In the Constitution, the
First Amendment states,
“Congress shall make no law
respecting an establishment of
religion, or prohibiting the free
exercise thereof; or abridging
the freedom of speech, or of
the press; or the right of the
people peaceably to assemble,
and to petition the government
for a redress of grievances.”
This idea is what America
is built upon. The America that
you live in today.
I am not great at history,
but I do know the basics and

I am aware of the fact that
we, as a country, are far from
perfect.   In fact, even though
this country was built on free
speech, we were also built on
slavery and kicking indigenous
people out of their territories,
so I’m not going to sit here and
say that everything we did in
the 1700s is how we should
live our lives today. But I truly
believe that this amendment is
one that should stick.
Martin Luther King Jr. is
arguably one of the most influential people to the fabric
of this country. He marched,
peacefully protested and spoke
out about civil rights, and is
one of the reasons that we, as a
society, are integrated. He had
the power to do this because of
free speech.
The U.S. would never be
where it is today without the
influence of people exercising their right to freedom of
speech and that is why I believe we should all support it.
The key to all of this, however,
is supporting it wholeheartedly, even if you disagree with
everything being said.
One of the hot topics in
the sports world right now is
that of taking a knee in solidarity with minority athletes who
believe that their country does
not fight for them. Like everything else in the world, some
people love this and others do
not.
But here’s the thing: it
doesn’t really matter what
you think of what they are doing. You may believe that it is
the most disrespectful thing in
the world toward soldiers and
those who fight for this country, but they have a right to do
so. So cry and moan all you
want, but they have every right
in the world to take that knee,
just like you all have every
right to go onto social media
and post your opinion about
the situation.
In the opposite way, a lot
of people in the world may not
like our president, but all of

those people who do have just
as much right to rally for the
leader they believe in as others
do to rally against him. There
are no exceptions to this
rule. It’s just the way of our
nation.
The first amendment is
not a topic for fair weather
fans. In my opinion, you
cannot sit there and support
a peaceful protest and then
be upset that someone exercises their freedom of speech
in a way that you don’t agree
with. Disagree all you want,
but never strip someone of
their right to speak up, no matter what they say, unless it is
violent or illegal.  	D i f f e r ing opinions are what makes
this country great. There is
no greater beauty than finding someone who thinks differently than you do and listening to them with an open
mind. So rather than looking
at the world through a single
lens, try and open your mind
and realize how lucky you are
to live in a place where your
opinion is not only allowed to
be heard, but encouraged to be
said.
And the next time you
disagree with someone, remember that they have every right to say something as
much as you do, and that you
can’t talk about people exercising their right to the first
amendment if you do the same
thing. You cannot only choose
to support the things you want
to hear. Hypocrisy is never a
good color.

Colleen Irvine
Executive Editor
Follow Colleen on Twitter
and Instagram @thrutheirvine

Letters policy
We welcome letters to the editor and aim to publish as many as possible. In writing, please follow these simple guidelines: Keep letters under 300 words.
Type them. Date them. Sign them; make sure they're signed by no more than two people. If you're a student, include your year, major and phone number.
Faculty and staff: Give us your department and phone number. TNH edits for space, clarity, accuracy and vulgarity. Bring letters to our office in Room 132
in the MUB, email them to tnh.editor@unh.edu or send them to The New Hampshire, MUB Room 132, Durham, NH 03824.
Opinions expressed in both signed and unsigned letters to the Editor, opinion pieces, cartoons and columns are not necessarily those of The New Hampshire or its
staff. If you do not see your side of the argument being presented, we invite you to submit a letter to the editor by sending an email to tnh.editor@unh.edu.
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FOOTBALL
continued from page 24

CROSS COUNTRY
continued from page 24

The Rams drove for a
touchdown on their next possession, and the ‘Cats suddenly held
a mere one-point lead, 15-14, in
the fourth quarter.
Following
O’Connor’s
score, UNH was able to extend
its lead on Knight’s 24-yard
touchdown pass to sophomore
Malik Love with 8:26 remaining. Knight evaded multiple
URI rushers and scrambled out
of trouble to find Love for the
game-clinching score.
“We were concerned about
Knight because he’s like Houdini,” URI head coach Jim Fleming said following the game.
“We got him bottled up a couple
times and he finds a way to get
out and he finds some way to
wiggle free.”
On their first possession of
the second half, the Rams replaced starting quarterback Tyler
Harris with junior JaJuan Lawson. Lawson couldn’t figure out
the Wildcats defense either and
the Rams quickly punted. Harris
would return the next possession and connected with Parker
for the 75-yard touchdown to put
the Rams within a score, 15-7.
Parker finished the day with four
catches for 112 yards and the
touchdown.
It was evident from the
opening possession that the
Rams would struggle to move
down the field on the stout UNH
defense. A week removed from
allowing Holy Cross to put up 51
points, the ‘Cats bounced back
with a shutdown performance.
The Rams were shut out for the
entire first half and committed
three of their four turnovers in

teams like Syracuse, Illinois
and Providence, so I was proud
of the way our boys ran,” head
coach Jim Boulanger said.
The weather played a big
factor at Friday’s meet as it was
a classic New England fall day,
but team captain Kenefick was
proud of the team’s effort.
“Conditions were tough
with the rain, I fell a couple
times myself,” Kenefick said.
“But the boys toed the line ready
to go. I emphasized to the team
to pack run and focus on making
moves in the final 3k and I think
they executed well.”
And despite the finish time,
Kenefick was still very optimistic and saw a lot of great things
from his team.
“It’s not an easy course, you
run up Bear Cage Hill twice,
but several of the guys walked
off the course with personal records anyway,” Kenefick said.
“We’re a relatively young team,
but a hard-working team too. I
can see the week-to-week improvements; everyone is getting
stronger and fitter. It leads me to
believe that Friday was only a
glimpse at the potential we have
as a team. “
The next best runner for
UNH was sophomore Nicolas
Ochoa-Sevilla, who finished
93rd overall with a time of
25:57. After Ochoa-Sevilla, the
rest of the Wildcats were scattered out around the back of the
pack. In order for the ‘Cats to
improve their overall finish time
they will have to work together
and focus on running as a pack.
“We have two weeks of
training now and two weeks to
get healthy. Tim Kenefick does
have a tight hamstring so we
want to make sure we get him
healthy for when we go back to
Franklin Park,” Boulanger said
of his team’s focus moving forward.
As for the women’s team,
the senior star looked to keep her
title as champion and she did not
disappoint. Purrier finished first
overall for the second year in a
row and propelled UNH to a seventh place finished.
In her first race since the
2016 season, Purrier beat out
188 other runners with a time
of 16:49, which was 17 seconds
better than last year’s winning
time.
Purrier was last year’s
America East individual title
winner and is a big reason why
the Wildcats have won the last
four America East women’s
cross country championships.
It is huge getting Purrier
back before championship season and she seems like she is in
mid-season form. With their next
meet two weeks away, the Wildcats will be in a great position
for a chance at making it five
straight America East titles.

CHINA WONG/STAFF
Senior captain Donald Goodrich had a key 23-yard reception in Saturday’s victory.
the final quarter of play. Twice
sophomore cornerback Isiah
Perkins intercepted Harris and
a Harold Cooper fumble gave
UNH the ball and the option to
kneel out the clock.
The struggle for UNH was
its rushing attack. On 41 carries,
the Wildcats only accumulated
52 rushing yards, and running
backs Evan Gray and Donald
Goodrich were nearly entirely
neutralized. This put more pressure on Knight and the passing
game, and they came through.
O’Connor began to find
his rhythm in the second quarter. Knight connected with him
for 19 yards on a third and long
and then followed it up with two
more tosses to O’Connor for a to-

tal of 41 yards. The junior quarterback found the end zone on
the ground and extended UNH’s
lead to 15-0 for his first rushing
touchdown of the season.
Knight woke the offense up
midway through the first quarter with a 23-yard pass to Rory
Donovan after scrambling away
from the sack. The play sparked
an 80-yard touchdown drive that
was capped off by a 17-yard
touchdown from Knight to Donovan. The junior wide receiver
made an acrobatic grab in the
corner of the end zone, and after
an official review was rewarded
with the score. Knight rushed in
the two-point conversion to put
the ‘Cats up 8-0.
Knight now has 1,017 pass-

ing yards, 10 passing touchdowns and only two interceptions through the first four games
of 2017. If the junior continues
to scramble and carve apart defenses like he did against URI,
the Wildcat offense could be
dangerous enough to lift the
team to a conference title.
The ‘Cats now stand at 2-0
in the Colonial Athletic Association (CAA) and 3-1 overall.
The Wildcats (3-1, 2-0 in CAA)
will host Bryant University at
Wildcat Stadium on Sept. 30 at
6 p.m. in their final non-conference regular season contest. The
game can be viewed online via
ESPN3.
You can read more of Zack’s
stories online at tnhdigital.com.

CHINA WONG/STAFF
Graduate student Willis Griffith (sitting down) celebrates his goal earlier in the season against Holy Cross. Griffith,
a center back, has been instrumental in UNH being 6-0-2 and allowing one goal defensively so far this season.

MSOC
continued from page 24
net this season. Junior Chris
Arling and freshman Linus Fallberg, each with three goals on
the year, were held scoreless for
the second straight contest.
The assist for Bauer marked
the first collegiate point of his

career.
The UNH defense continued to impress as it took roughly
19 minutes for the Bobcats to
register their first shot on Pesci.
Quinnipiac’s Oscar Evans was
one of two Bobcats to apply
pressure on Pesci all afternoon.
Quinnipiac’s Filosmar Cordeiro came close to breaking

Pesci’s shutout streak in the 66th
minute after hitting the post with
a shot. The Bobcats never truly
threatened again and Pesci got
his third straight shutout.
Following the victory, the
‘Cats lead the nation with a 0.12
goals against average. Pesci now
has 15 total career shutouts, and
thus far on the season has a .952

save percentage.
UNH will now enter America East play, when they travel
to the University of Maryland
Baltimore County on Saturday,
Sept. 30 at 7 p.m. The Wildcats
are now 2-0 on the road in 2017
and won’t return to Wildcat Stadium until Saturday, Oct. 7 versus the University of Hartford.

Sign up for our

digital
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tnhdigital.com
and never miss an issue of
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Wildcat Game of the Week:
Football’s 28-14 victory over Rhode Island

Photos by China Wong/Staff

Homecoming’s Top Performers
Trevor Knight Neil O’Connor
420 Passing yards
3 Passing TD’s
1 Rushing TD

11 Receptions
232 Receiving yards
1 Receiving TD

Pop Lacey

5 Tackles
2 Pass break-ups
1 Interception

Quinlen Dean
8 Tackles
5 Solo tackles
1 Forced fumble
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Wildcat Gameday
No. 14 UNH vs. Bryant University
Saturday at 6 p.m.; Wildcat Stadium in
Durham, New Hampshire
UNH is 3-1; Bryant is 2-2

Matchup forecast
By Zack Holler
SPORTS EDITOR
The Wildcats will look to
wrap up their non-conference
schedule with another home victory this Saturday. UNH is now
ranked No. 14 in the FCS Coaches Poll and will enter Saturday as
the favorites against Bryant University.
The Bulldogs feature an uptempo offensive attack that has
both helped and hindered them
during their 2-2 start. Bryant,
led by junior quarterback Price
Wilson, will enter Wildcat Stadium averaging 32.3 points and
498.8 yards of offense per game.
The bad comes with the good for
Wilson, as he has as many interceptions this season as touchdown passes (nine).
“Their offense had [Fordham] not knowing where they’re
going next and couldn’t play at
the pace that this team was playing,” UNH head coach Sean McDonnell said.
The ‘Cats are coming off
of a game in which the rushing
attack was nearly non-existent,
but the passing game was at its
best. Junior quarterback Trevor

CHINA WONG/STAFF
Left: Evan Gray receives a handoff from Trevor Knight. Right: Rory Donovan makes sure he’s lined-up properly.
Knight constantly evaded defenders and found the endzone
four times en route to UNH’s 2814 victory over URI. Knight has
taken some large strides from
last season, as he has thrown for
10 touchdowns, 1,017 yards and
only two interceptions through
the first four games. The junior is
vastly outpacing his 2016 totals

of 14 touchdowns, 1,714 passing
yards and 10 interceptions in 12
games.
“I think he’s more comfortable in the pocket when he’s had
protection,” McDonnell said
about Knight’s growth from last
season. “I think he’s doing a better job of finding people and,
with what we call, ‘scramble

Four Quarters

UNH’s Offense
Junior wide receiver Neil
O’Connor has been on a tear for
the Wildcats in 2017. In each of
the last three contests, he has accumulated at least seven receptions, 92 yards and a touchdown.
On Homecoming Weekend,
O’Connor turned it up another
notch with a career-high 232 receiving yards on 11 receptions
and a touchdown.
Classmate Rory Donovan
has also had an impressive start
to the season. In nine games
played in 2016, Donovan recorded 348 receiving yards and three
touchdowns, a total he’s already
matched through these first four
games. With his 6 feet 5 inches
frame, Donovan is a dangerous
redzone threat and displayed it
with an acrobatic touchdown
grab in last week’s win.
UNH’s Defense
With Kuehl injured, sophomore linebacker Quinlen Dean
has stepped up as UNH’s leading tackler with 33 on the season. Possibly Dean’s best performance came in last week’s win,
when he had eight tackles and a

forced fumble. Against Bryant’s
fast-paced offense, the tackling
of Dean, Balsamo and Burko in
the middle of the field will be
vital.
The secondary will be
tasked with slowing down Wilson’s aerial attack and should
feel confident in doing so. The
‘Cats intercepted URI three
times on Saturday and are one of
the most dangerous secondaries
in the nation.
Sophomore Isiah Perkins
had two, while classmate Pop
Lacey added one, but the ‘Cats
have yet to return an interception
for a touchdown this season. It
was a common theme for the defense last year, but the ‘Cats have
done well to limit opponents to
25 points per game through four
games.
Bryant’s Offense
Wilson has three primary
targets in the passing game
heading into Saturday; seniors
Matt Sewall and Tom Kennedy
and sophomore Jean Constant.
Sewall leads the Bulldogs with
21 receptions and four receiving touchdowns, while Kennedy

leads the team with 304 receiving
yards. Cornerbacks Prince Smith
Jr., Isiah Perkins and Alonzo Addae will be primarily attempting
to shut down these main targets.
Bryant will spread out the
rushing attempts as well, as
freshman Isaac McCray and junior Brenden Femiano have each
had over 40 carries this season.
Unlike most college football
teams, they’ll have fullback
Hayden Panagos leading the way
for McCray and Femiano.
Bryant’s Defense
The Bulldogs will have their
hands full when they face Knight
and the Wildcats on Sunday. Bryant has allowed an average of
42.3 points per game, highlighted by a 60-12 loss to Maine, and
have given up at least 28 points
in each contest.
Linebackers Richard Ukele
and Thomas Costigan will lead
the Bulldogs defense on Saturday. Ukele leads the team with
35 tackles with Costigan right
behind him with 31. Costigan
also provides pressure in pass defense, leading the Bulldogs with
5.5 sacks in 2017.

mechanics.’”
Knight is also one of UNH’s
top rushing threats. He has 176
rushing yards, 16 shy of the
team-high, and a touchdown
thus far this season. Knight and
the rushing attack could get a
boost this week as Bryant has
allowed 194.3 rushing yards per
game. Bryant tends to get into

high-scoring contests, making
Saturday an excellent opportunity for the Wildcat offense to
explode.
“It’s kind of exciting from
an offensive standpoint,” Knight
said on Wednesday. “They put a
lot of numbers up and the people
they play [do too].”

Coach Mac’s Take:

“Their offense is meant to spread
you out as much as they can and
then let guys get in space and make
some plays.”
Head coach Sean McDonnell

Stat of the Week

6

UNH is 11th in the nation
with six interceptions
through the first four
games of the season.
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VOLLEYBALL

Smith, determination factors in UNH’s first conference win
By Bret Belden
SPORTS EDITOR
When UNH volleyball head
coach Jill Hirschinger said, amid
a six-game losing streak when the
‘Cats had won just one of their last
10, that the Wildcats were gearing
up for a serious conference push,
such a thing seemed like a stretch
even for the four-time reigning
America East champions. But after their fourth straight win and
first in their conference, the Wildcats appear to be capable of living
up to Hirschinger’s words.
Behind outside hitter Kennedi Smith’s team-leading 21
kills, the Wildcats eked out a win
against the UMass Lowell River
Hawks in five sets last Friday,
Sept. 22. That’s Smith’s careerhigh, though she’s put up double
digit kills in four of her last five
games and is just 39 kills away
from matching her 2016 total.
The sophomore starter has
been an integral piece to the Wildcats’ recent success, having hit
.227 over the last four games and
accounted for at least 10 points in
all but two matches this season.
She leads her team with an average 3.43 kills per set and is second
in team hitting percentage (min.
300 total attempts) to middle
blocker Gabri Olhava’s .265.

With just seven errors on
Friday against the River Hawks,
Smith contributed to UNH’s tightly-contested win. UMass Lowell
came out swinging in the first set
and took a 10-2 lead but the Wildcats never recovered and, after a
slew of hitting and service errors,
lost the set. The score was 25-19.
UNH bounced back in the
second set. They lost the lead only
once — 4-3 UMass Lowell — then
broke ahead and held the River
Hawks to 19 by the end. Much of
UNH’s success came from limiting attacking errors and recognizing when the River Hawks were
going to tip the ball over the net,
according to Hirschinger.
“They were a tough team to
play, I’ll give them that,” Hirschinger said. “They tipped a lot,
much different than our style of
play. We always try to get a big
kill out of it, but they go with a
lot of off-speed’s even when they
don’t have to and that made them
difficult to play against.”
When asked if she was concerned after losing the third set
and falling behind in the match,
2-1, Hirschinger responded that
she was confident in her team’s
ability to clean up the attacking,
be patient and close out games at
the end.
“We have a target on our back
now,” she said. “Lowell played

extremely well, but I was confident that our team could pull it off.
When a team is so determined to
knock off a defending champion,
everyone brings their ‘A’ game.
[UMass Lowell] played with that
excitement.”
But the River Hawks’ excitement wasn’t enough to fend off
UNH in the fourth and fifth sets.
Following a close third that ended
with a two point discrepancy in
UMass Lowell’s favor, the ‘Cats
found themselves in a similar
situation in the fourth. A set point
timeout gave the Wildcats a moment to clear their heads and close
the game out, 25-22.
UNH dominated the fifth set
with more of Smith’s help, but the
Wildcats’ defensive alertness prevented any tips and forced their
opponents to be aggressive with
the ball — an aspect of the game
the River Hawks had previously
relied on as their biggest advantage in the first two sets. Sophomore Emily Tanski knocked the
final kill to close out the set, 1510, and the match, 3-2.
“We had some communication issues here and there,
and it was a little frustrating,”
Hirschinger said. “But overall we
cleaned it up and fixed things. We
went out and we played.
“We played UNH volleyball.”

FIELD HOCKEY

COURTESY OF BRIAN RAY
Sophomore Kennedi Smith set a career-high 21 kills.

WOMEN’S SOCCER

‘Cats face first overtime loss Williams saves streak
By Sam Rogers
STAFF WRITER

UNH’s perfect overtime record this season came to an end
after a 3-2 loss to No. 12 Stanford
University. This loss marks the
fourth straight for the Wildcats as
they head into conference play this
weekend.
Senior Jessica Schmidt’s second half goal tied the game at 2-2,
and since neither team was able
to take a lead during regulation,
the ‘Cats played extra time for the
third time this season. It took two
overtime periods to decide a winner and in the 93rd minute of the
game, Corinne Zanolli of Stanford
won the match.
“[We] were obviously disappointed,” head coach Robin Balducci said. “But [we] came off
the field feeling pretty good about
how we fought.”
Zanolli started things off on
UNH’s Homecoming game when
she scored just four minutes into
the contest. Junior Katie Audino
notched her fourth goal of the season as she tied the game at 1-1.
Stanford outshot UNH 9-2
in the first half, but the Wildcats
returned the favor and outshot the
Cardinal 9-1 in the second. Each
squad had four shots in the overtime periods. This season, UNH
has been outscored by opponents
14-25, but they have outshot opponents 102-97.

“I was really pleased that we
were able to come out [in the second half] and play as good of field
hockey as we played all season,”
Balducci said.
Stanford sits at No. 12 in
the national rankings is the sixth
ranked opponent that the ‘Cats
have faced. UNH has won one of
those games – when they knocked
off No. 17 Iowa in overtime, 3-2,
on Sept. 8.
“I thought overall we played
really well,” Balducci said despite
the loss. “[We] got off to a slow
start, but we played sloppy, and
[we] turned the ball over a lot.”
The Wildcats now sit at 2-1
in overtime games as they beat the
University of Iowa and Northeastern University earlier this season.
Their overall record drops to 3-5
and 1-1 in home games.
America East conference
play resumes next weekend when
the ‘Cats take on the University of
Vermont, and then they travel to
the University of Massachusetts
Lowell on Oct. 6.
“If we play how we did
against Stanford we will have no
problem winning our conference
games and that’s what our goal
is,” senior Taylor Scafidi said.
Despite UNH’s losing streak,
Balducci isn’t worried about the
team’s strategy, but the execution.
“The tactical part,” Balducci
said about things she’s not worried
about during this four-game skid.

“This team is solid; we’ve been
generating [solid scoring chances], just not producing.”
Not converting on scoring
chances has been their most recent
problem in their past four games.
The ‘Cats opened the season scoring 11 goals in four games but in
their past four, they’ve only tallied
three goals.
The goal scoring responsibilities has landed on the shoulders
of Audino, who leads the team
with four goals and 11 points.
Scafidi and junior Rachel Bossi
have both scored twice and tallied
five points.
The difficult schedule this
year is all part of Balducci’s plan.
Five straight games against ranked
opponents before conference play
were planned to get the Wildcats
in better playing shape by playing
great teams. And although they
haven’t been winning all these
games, it’s not hurting them mentally.
“I don’t think the losing
streak had had a hit on our confidence at all,” Scafidi said.
The game against Stanford
can also have implications for a
potential playoff matchup later
this fall.
UNH is back in action against
Vermont on Sept. 29 at 3 p.m. at
Memorial Field. They then take on
Boston College on Oct. 1 at 1 p.m.
and that action will also take place
in Durham.

By Brian Dunn
MANAGING EDITOR

Following last week’s win
over Northeastern University,
head coach Steve Welham and the
UNH women’s soccer team noted
that they viewed Bremner Field as
a “fortress.”
Seven days later, the ‘Cats
have proven once again that they
can hold down the fort.
UNH grabbed its first America East conference win in a 2-1
victory over Binghamton University on Sunday. Led by sophomore
Liz Lane’s two assists, the Wildcats improved to an unbeaten 5-0
record at home, and 7-3 on the
season.
Midfielders Gaby Dorsey and
Kaylan Williams each netted a
goal in the second half to secure a
third straight win. This is the fifth
consecutive year UNH has opened
conference play with a win.
The ‘Cats had the offensive
advantage, tallying 17 shots total
with seven on target. Mia Neas
was forced to produce for UNH as
well with her seven saves, matching her season high that she recorded on Aug. 27 against Marist.
After a couple of opportunities in the attacking third off
of corner kicks and loose-ball
pickups, the Wildcats found their
opening. Lane took a shot down
the right side, but goalkeeper Katie Hatziyianis was there to save it.

Dorsey then put away the rebound
chance to net her second goal of
the season. Moments later, Kayla
Saager took matters into her own
hands and scored an unassisted
tally to draw even with the Wildcats. Saager cut in and out between defenders and delivered a
strike past Neas around the top
of the box. That was the first goal
UNH goalkeeper Mia Neas has let
up since Sept. 10 against Princeton University.
Then Williams, who found
space on a cross-box strike, netted
the game-winner for the Wildcats,
thus preserving the unblemished
home record this season for UNH.
The ‘Cats are now 7-0 when scoring the first goal and 9-5-6 all-time
against the Bearcats.
Brooke Murphy, UNH’s
leading point-scorer, was held
in check. She is tied for UNH’s
all-time points record with 88,
matching Chiera Best’s mark set
from 2001-04. A goal or assist will
crown her the all-time point leader
in program history.
UNH will travel to Burlington, Vermont, on Thursday, Sept.
28 to continue conference play
against the University of Vermont
Catamounts at 7 p.m. The ‘Cats
then returnhome to battle the University at Albany Great Danes at
Bremner field on Oct. 1, a rematch
of the 2016 America East semifinals in which the Great Danes
bested the ‘Cats in a 1-0 affair.

Follow @TNHSports on Twitter for live game coverage
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FOOTBALL

Knight slams Rams
Quarterback’s career-day leads ‘Cats to Homecoming win
By Zack Holler
SPORTS EDITOR

FOOTBALL (3-1)

28

Rhode Island

14

Durham, NH

MEN’S SOCCER (6-0-2)

UNH

1

Quinnipiac

0

Hamden, Conn.

WOMEN’S SOCCER (7-3)

UNH

2

Binghamton

1

Durham, NH
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FOOTBALL Junior quarterback Trevor Knight threw for a career-high 420 passing yards and
continued on page 20 three touchdowns in UNH’s 28-14 win over URI on Homecoming Weekend.

MEN’S SOCCER

CROSS COUNTRY

‘Cats rise to No. 12 with
road win over Bobcats
UNH sophomore Jack
Doherty recorded the first goal
of his collegiate career en route
to a 1-0 win over the Quinnipiac
Bobcats on Saturday afternoon at
Quinnipiac Soccer Stadium.
The No. 12 Wildcats remain
undefeated on the season while
improving to 6-0-2 and have allowed just one goal in eight
games. Graduate student goalkeeper Andrew Pesci recorded
his seventh shutout on the season,
facing just two shots on goal.
At 16:37, Doherty went to
work, but not without the help of
redshirt freshman Josh Bauer.
Bauer, a defender, dished a
through pass to Doherty and the
forward did the rest, striking the
ball past Quinnipiac goalkeeper
Chrys Iakovidis, who finished
with four saves in the contest.
Doherty becomes the sixth different Wildcat to find the back of the

SCORE
CARD

UNH

A career-best performance
from junior quarterback Trevor
Knight propelled the No. 14
Wildcats to a 28-14 victory over
the University of Rhode Island on
Homecoming weekend. Knight
threw for a career-high 420 yards,
tied his career-high with three
passing touchdowns and ran in a
touchdown.
Junior wide receiver Neil
O’Connor was the main beneficiary of Knight’s performance as
he hauled in 11 receptions for a
career-high 232 yards and a 76yard fourth quarter touchdown
that ended a 14-0 URI run.
“The line did a much better
job today protecting,” Knight said
following the win. “They definitely took the challenge in practice.”
After entering the second
half with a 15-0 lead, the Wildcats
surrendered an 80-yard touchdown pass from junior Tyler Harris to wide receiver Aaron Parker
that reawakened Rhode Island.

By Chris Bokum
STAFF WRITER

The New Hampshire

net this season. Junior Chris Arling and freshman Linus Fallberg,
each with three goals on the year,
were held scoreless for the second
straight contest.

‘Cats lead the nation with a 0.12
goals against average. Pesci now
has 15 total career shutouts, and
thus far on the season has a .952
save percentage.

The assist for Bauer marked
the first collegiate point of his career.

UNH will now enter America East play, when they travel to
the University of Maryland Baltimore County on Saturday, Sept.
30 at 7:00 p.m. The Wildcats are
now 2-0 on the road in 2017 and
won’t return to Wildcat Stadium
until Saturday, Oct. 7 versus the
University of Hartford.

The UNH defense continued
to impress as it took roughly 19
minutes for the Bobcats to register their first shot on Pesci. Quinnipiac’s Oscar Evans was one of
two Bobcats to apply pressure on
Pesci all afternoon.
Quinnipiac’s Filosmar Cordeiro came close to breaking
Pesci’s shutout streak in the 66th
minute after hitting the post with
a shot. The Bobcats never truly
threatened again and Pesci got his
third straight shutout.
Following the victory, the

CHINA WONG/STAFF

MSOC Sophomore Jack Doherty scored his first UNH goal to
continued on page 20 lift the Wildcats past Quinnipiac, 1-0 on Saturday.

Purrier
shines in
return
By Tim Knightly
STAFF WRITER
In one of the year’s biggest
meets, the Wildcats’ top runners
stood out in a big way.
Both the men’s and women’s
teams traveled down to Boston for
the Coast-to-Coast Invitational at
Franklin Park. With over 20 teams
at this meet, both teams handed in
impressive performances.
Each squad was powered
by its top runners, seniors Timothy Kenefick and Elinor Purrier.
Kenefick was the top finisher for
the men’s team finishing in 53rd
place with a time of 25:27, which
is an improvement from last
year’s time of 25:35.
“I was happy with Friday’s
performance. A lot of our guys
had personal bests and improved
on their times form last year. This
meet is extremely competitive
with plenty of nationally ranked

CROSS COUNTRY
continued on page 20

VOLLEYBALL (6-9)

UNH

3

UMass Lowell

2

Lowell, MA

FIELD HOCKEY (3-5)

UNH

Stanford

2

3

Durham, NH

Stat
of the
Week

420

Junior Trevor
Knight had a
career-high 420
passing yards in
Saturday’s win.

